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Abstract
Nanograined (grain size 20 nm) ZnO films with various Mn content (from 0 to 47 at%) were synthesized by the novel wet chemistry method. The
solubility limit for Mn was determined at 550 ◦ C. The lattice parameter c of the ZnO-based solid solution with wurzite structure ceases to grow at
30 at% Mn. The peaks of the second phase (Mn3 O4 with cubic lattice) become visible in the X-rays diffraction spectra at 30 at% Mn. The same
second phase appears in the bulk ZnO already at 12 at% Mn. The recently published papers on the structure and magnetic behaviour of Mn-doped
ZnO allowed us to obtain the size-dependence of Mn solubility in ZnO for the polycrystals and small single-crystalline particles. The overall Mn
solubility drastically increases with decreasing grain size. The quantitative estimation leads to the conclusion that, close to the bulk solubility limit,
the thickness of an Mn-enriched layer is several monolayers in GBs and at least two monolayers in the free surfaces.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The phase diagrams for the nanograined materials can drastically differ from those for the single crystals or coarse-grained
polycrystals. For example, by increasing the content of an alloying component, c, a solubility limit is reached at a certain
concentration, cs . Above cs the second phase appears in the bulk.
By further increasing c, only the amount of the second phase
increases, but the concentration in the first phase remains equal
to cs . The easiest way to measure cs is to follow the change of the
lattice spacing in the solid solution, for example with the help
of X-rays diffraction (XRD). The lattice spacing continuously
changes with increasing c up to cs . At c > cs the lattice spacing
remains unchanged, and the diffraction peaks of a second phase
appear in the XRD spectrum.
However, if the alloy contains surfaces and interfaces with
segregated second components, the total concentration of a sec-
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ond component, ct , will be higher than the concentration in the
bulk solid solution, cv . The difference between ct and cv would
increase with an increasing specific area of surfaces and interfaces (i.e. with decreasing grain size). If the grain size is small
enough, the difference between ct and cv can become measurable. This is due to the fact that XRD registers the diffraction
only from the bulk phases. The component segregated in the
thin surface or interface layers remains invisible for XRD. The
XRD peaks appear only in the case where the coherent-scattering
region is large enough (grain size around 5 nm or larger). Simultaneously, XRD allows one to measure the grain size using the
angle dependence of the peak width.
McLean was probably the first who mentioned that the apparent solubility limit, csa , in the fine grained materials will be
higher than the volume solubility limit cs .1 He calculated this
difference for the Fe–C system and grain size of 1 m and
10 m.1 Beke et al. calculated the shift of miscibility gap due to
the GB segregation in dependence on number of GB layers.2,3
Experimentaly such shift was observed in the Pd–H system.4
The increase of the total solubility with decreasing grain size
was observed for Ti and Y in alumina5,6 and for Y and Ca
in TiO2 .7,8 Nevertheless, the consistent XRD measurements of
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solubility shift csa –cs in dependence on grain size d are very
time-consuming and, to the best of our knowledge, were never
conducted before. Zinc oxide offers a good possibility for such
successive investigation. ZnO is broadly used as a transparent
conducting oxide in the semiconductor thin film technology, as
a material for varistors (doped by Bi2 O3 ) and for gas sensors.
Moreover, it is a promising material for future spintronics as
a possible ferromagnetic semiconductor. Ferromagnetic semiconductors could allow seamless electrical manipulations of
magnetic states and magnetic modification of electric signals.
In 2000 Dietl et al. theoretically predicted that ZnO doped by
small amounts of “magnetic” impurities like Mn or Co should
possess the ferromagnetic properties.9 This work triggered a
boom of experimental work. In the meantime more than 1200
papers devoted to dilute magnetic semiconductors have been
published. Unfortunately, ferromagnetism in diluted doped ZnO
is far from understood. The presence or absence of ferromagnetism in doped ZnO critically depends on the synthesis method.
Fortunately, these studies allow the dependence of csa –cs on the
grain (particle) size d to be estimated.
Therefore, the goal of this work is threefold, (1) to measure
the solubility shift csa –cs in nanograined ZnO manufactured
by the novel wet chemistry method; (2) to analyse the csa –cs
dependence on the grain size in the broad interval of d using the
published data on ZnO; (3) to compare the influence of segregation in surfaces and interfaces (i.e. grain boundaries, GBs) on
the shift csa –cs at the same grain (particle) size d.
2. Experimental procedure
The Mn-doped ZnO thin films were deposited on the Al foils
by the novel wet chemistry method. The substrates were dipcoated by the mixture of liquid organic acids with metallic ions
and dried at 150 ◦ C. Then the deposited layers were oxidized in
air at 550 ◦ C. The resulting films were greenish and transparent.
The film thickness was determined by electron-probe microanalysis (EPMA) and edge-on transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) and measured between 50 and 200 nm. The Mn content
in films was between 0 and 47 at%. The zinc and manganese
contents in doped oxides were measured by atomic absorption
spectroscopy in a PerkinElmer spectrometer and by EPMA in a
Tescan Vega TS5130 MM microscope equipped by the Oxford
Instruments LINK energy-dispersive spectrometer. TEM investigations were carried out on a JEM–4000FX microscope at an
accelerating voltage of 400 kV. TEM was used to investigate the
crystal structure of the film especially at the interface and to look
for possible Mn clusters. TEM was also used to measure the grain
size in pure and doped ZnO films. XRD data were obtained on
Siemens diffractometer (Fe K␣ radiation with λ = 0.193728 nm)
with a graphite monochromator and line-position-sensitive gas
flow detector. Calculation of the grain size, d, was done using
the angle dependence of the peak broadening.10
3. Results and discussion
In Fig. 1a the bright field high-resolution electron micrograph
is shown for the nanograined ZnO thin film. The electron diffrac-

Fig. 1. Dark field TEM micrograph of the nanograined ZnO thin film deposited
by the liquid ceramics technology and electron diffraction pattern as an inset.
No texture is visible.

tion pattern is shown in Fig. 1b. The deposited ZnO film is dense,
non-porous, nanograined, uniform, and non-textured. The grain
size in this film is about 20 nm. In other Mn-doped samples the
grain size was 20 ± 5 nm. In Fig. 2 two XRD spectra are shown,
namely for pure ZnO (bottom) and ZnO doped by 40 at% MnO.
Only wurtzite lines are visible in the pure ZnO film (ICPDS

Fig. 2. XRD spectra for pure ZnO (bottom) and ZnO doped by 40 at% MnO.
Only wurzite lines are visible in the pure ZnO film (ICPDS Card No. 36-1451).
The cubic Mn3 O4 phase (ICPDS Card No. 04-0732) appears additionally in the
ZnO–40 at% MnO sample.
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Fig. 3. Dependence of increase of lattice parameter c in Mn-doped ZnO films
on the Mn-concentration. Full squares: our data (d = 20 nm). Diamonds: Mndoped epitaxial films on the single crystalline ZnO substrate.11 Circles: films
with d = 100 nm obtained by the chemical spray pyrolysis.12 Triangles: films
with d = 1000 nm deposited by the MBE on the sapphire substrate.13

Card No. 36-1451). The cubic Mn3 O4 phase (ICPDS Card No.
04-0732) appears additionally in the ZnO–40 at% MnO sample.
In Fig. 3 the increase of the lattice parameter c in the Mn-doped
ZnO films with increasing Mn-concentration is shown. The error
bars in Fig. 3 are defined by the angular error for the peak positions in XRD spectra. Both our data (d = 20 nm, diamonds) and
the data taken from the literature are shown (Mn-doped epitaxial films on the single crystalline ZnO substrate,11 squares; films
with d = 100 nm obtained by the chemical spray pyrolysis,12 circles; films with d = 1000 nm obtained by the molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) on the sapphire substrate,13 triangles). The lattice spacing linearly increases up to the certain concentration
csa . Above csa , the second phase Mn3 O4 with cubic structure
appears and the lattice spacing in the wurzite ZnO phase ceases
to increase. The slope of the inclined portion of the curves
decreases with decreasing grain size. It means that the solubility limit csa in the Mn-doped ZnO thin films with grain size
20 nm is about 33 at% Mn at 550 ◦ C. The solubility limit in the
bulk cs is about 12 at% Mn at 550 ◦ C.14
In order to find ferromagnetism in doped ZnO, it is important
to ensure that it does not contain any particles of the second
phase which could influence the sample’s magnetic properties.
In other words, it is essential that all published articles include
data on the dopant concentration and presence or absence of
the second phase. Usually, the presence or absence of a second
phase is controlled by XRD. Measurable X-ray peaks appear in
the diffraction spectra when the amount of a second phase is
about 1–2%. TEM allows one to detect a second phase at lower
content than XRD. However, such data are seldom present in
the papers devoted to the magnetic behaviour of ZnO. Also, the
usage of unified method (XRD) allows us to compare the data
from different works and to bring them together in the same plot.
The majority of published works allows us to estimate the
grain or particle size and to assign the data to a certain temperature, either that of a synthesis or that of the last thermal
treatment. The published data encompass a grain (particle) size
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Fig. 4. Solubility limit of Mn in ZnO polycrystals with grain sizes above
1000 nm.11–19

D of between 1 mm and 10 nm and temperatures from 300 to
1500 K. This gave us the unique chance to construct the csa (T)
dependencies for the broad interval of D and to compare the
influence of internal boundaries and surfaces. The biggest data
arrays exist for Co- and Mn-doped ZnO. In this work we will
analyse the Mn-doped ZnO.
In Fig. 4 the solubility (solvus) limit of Mn in ZnO polycrystals is drawn using the data on polycrystals with a grain
size above 1000 nm.10–19 (The errors in Fig. 4, as well as in
Figs. 5–7 are below the scale of the markers.) These samples
were obtained by hydrothermal growth,10 growth of Mn-doped
epitaxial films on the single crystalline ZnO substrate,11 pulsed
laser and MBE deposition of the coarse-grained thin films on the
sapphire substrate,12,15 sintering of conventional powders,16,17
co-precipitation,18 growth of Mn-doped bulk crystals from
oxalate precursors.19 The solubility of Mn in ZnO reaches about
30 at% at 800 ◦ C and falls to 5 at% at 400 ◦ C. This line corresponds to the solubility in the volume of ZnO, the number of
Mn atoms segregated in grain boundaries is negligible.

Fig. 5. Solubility limit of Mn in ZnO polycrystals with grain sizes between 100
and 1000 nm.13,15,20–27
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Fig. 6. Solubility limit of Mn in ZnO polycrystals with grain sizes between 10
and 100 nm.15,16,20,21,28–38

In Fig. 5 the solubility limit (solvus) of Mn in ZnO polycrystals is drawn using the data on polycrystals with grain
size between 100 and 1000 nm.13,15,20–27 These samples were
obtained by the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) on the sapphire
substrate,15,20–22 Mn ion implantation into ZnO films deposited
by PLD23 , sol–gel method24 , sintering fine powders,25–27 and
chemical spray pyrolysis.13 The solubility of Mn in ZnO (for
D = 100 nm) reaches about 25 at% at 500 ◦ C and falls below
10 at% at room temperature. Mn solubility in polycrystals with
grain size between 100 and 1000 nm is much higher than in the
coarse-grained samples. For example at 600 ◦ C it is two times
higher.
In Fig. 6 the solubility limit (solvus) of Mn in ZnO polycrystals is drawn using the data on polycrystals with grain
size between 10 and 100 nm.15,16,20,28–38 These samples were
obtained by the pulsed laser deposition,15,16,20,21,28–31 full or
partial sintering of very fine powders,32–35 partial sintering of
nanowires,36,37 and magnetron sputtering.38 The solubility of
Mn in ZnO drastically increased in comparison with Fig. 4. It

Fig. 7. Solubility limit of Mn in ZnO powders with various particle
sizes.11–19,39–46

reached about 45 at% at 600 ◦ C and remained above 20 at% at
room temperature.
In Fig. 7 the solubility limit (solvus) of Mn in ZnO single crystals is drawn using the data on powder samples with different
particle size.11–19,39–46 The data are much scarcer in comparison with polycrystals (Figs. 4–6). The single crystals, particles,
rods, wires etc. without GBs were obtained by hydrothermal
growth,14 growth of Mn-doped epitaxial films on the single crystalline ZnO substrate,11 pulsed laser and MBE deposition of
the coarse-grained thin films on the sapphire substrate,12,15 sintering of conventional powders,16,17 co-precipitation,18 growth
of Mn-doped bulk crystals from oxalate precursors,19 condensation of nanopowders and nanowires from solution and
vapour phase,39–43 autocombustion,44 ball milling of micro- and
nanopowders,45 sol–gel synthesis.46 The solubility lines for the
particle size above 1000 nm and below 100 nm are shown in
Fig. 7. For large crystals (particles and/or grains larger than
1000 nm) the solubility limit line is the same as in Fig. 4 and
corresponds to the bulk solidus. It is visible that the decrease of
particle size also leads to the increase of the Mn solubility in
ZnO. However, in this case csa shifts to the right much weaker
than in Figs. 5 and 6 (poreless polycrystals). This difference
demonstrates that GBs in ZnO can accumulate much more Mn
atoms than free surfaces.
Based on the knowledge that Mn solubility depends on grain
and particle size (Figs. 4–7), it is possible to estimate the maximum Mn segregation in ZnO GBs and free surfaces. Let us
calculate first the area to volume ratio for the grains and particles. If we suppose that grains and particles are spheres with
diameter D, the surface for each particle is πD2 and the GB
area for each grain is πD2 /2 (since each GB is shared between
two neighbouring grains). The volume for spherical grains and
particles is the same, namely πD3 /6. Thus the area to volume
ratio, A, for the free surfaces of spherical particles is AFS = 3/D
and for GBs of spherical grains AGB = 3/2D. One of the earliest
studies of grain shape was made by Lord Kelvin in 1887.47
He showed that the optimal space-filling grain shape, with
a minimal surface area and surface tension, is a polyhedron
known as a tetrakaidecahedron, which has 14 faces, 24 corners
and 36 edges. Tetrakaidecahedron is an octahedron truncated
by cube. For the Kelvin tetrakaidecahedron the ratio of surface area to that of a sphere of the same volume is 1.099.47
Thus the area to volume ratio for grains is AGB = 1.65/D. If
one monolayer (ML) of Mn covers ZnO free surfaces or GBs,
their input, cFS or cGB , in the full concentration can be calculated as a product of AFS or AGB and the thickness, t, of
a surface or GB layer. Lattice constant of ZnO wurtzite lattice d can be estimated as the cubic root from the unit cell
volume. The unit cell volume for ZnO is about 47·10−3 nm3
according to our measurements. Thus d = 0.36 nm. Therefore,
for the one monolayer t = d, cFS = d AFS = 1.08/D and cGB = d
AGB = 0.59/D.
In Fig. 8 the input of Mn accumulated in GBs and surfaces in total concentration is shown for different grain size. cFS
and cGB values for 1 ML are shown by thin and thick straight
lines, respectively, with a slope of −1 in the bottom part of the
Fig. 8. The solubility limit of Mn in the single-crystalline or
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Fig. 8. Size dependence of the input of GB or surface Mn segregation into full
Mn content.

coarse-grained ZnO at 500 ◦ C and 600 ◦ C is 9 and 12 at% Mn,
respectively (Fig. 4). If we subtract these values from the solubility limit of Mn in the fine-grained ZnO (Figs. 5–7), we obtain
the input of GB, cGB , or free surface segregation, cFS , into total
Mn solubility in the ZnO polycrystals. The cGB values are shown
in Fig. 8 by full circles (500 ◦ C) and full hexagons (600 ◦ C). It is
easy to see that the experimental cGB values are more than one
order of magnitude higher than the calculated values for 1 ML.
Moreover, the slope of the lines for GB input is slightly lower
than −1. It means that the GB input in the total Mn concentration
increases with decreasing grain size. This fact undoubtedly indicates the multilayer GB Mn segregation in ZnO. The cFS points
for free surfaces (full square and full diamond) lie lower than the
cGB values for GBs. It means that free surfaces can accumulate
much less Mn in comparison with GBs.
Fig. 8 undoubtedly indicates that the Mn enrichement of GBs
in fine-grained ZnO cannot be reduced to the simple singlelayer GB segregation analysed by McLean.1 Such layers of a
GB phase of a finite thickness of few nm were first observed
and theoretically treated with the aid of force-balance models in
the pioneering works of David A. Clarke on silicon nitride.48–51
Later, nanometer-thick, disordered films of a nearly constant or
“equilibrium” thickness have been frequently observed in GBs in
ceramics49–61 and oxide/metal interfaces.62–64 Thin equlibrium
GB or surface films in the one-phase area of a bulk phase diagram
were first considered by J.W. Cahn.65 He proposed the idea that
the transition from incomplete to complete surface wetting is a
phase transformation. Later this idea was successfully applied
for GBs, and also old data on GB wetting were reconsidered from
this point of view.66–68 GB wetting phase transformation proceeds at the temperature TwGB where GB energy σ GB becomes
equal to the energy 2σ SL of two solid/liquid interfaces. Above
TwGB GB is substituted by a layer of the melt. The tie-line of
the GB wetting phase transition in the two-phase area of a bulk
phase diagram continues into the one-phase area as a prewetting (or GB solidus) line. In the area between GB solidus and
bulk solidus, GB contains the thin layer of a GB phase. The
energy gain (σ GB –2σ SL ) above TwGB permits to stabilize such
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thin layer of a GB phase between the abutting crystals. Such
phase is metastable in the bulk but become stable in the GB.
The formation of GB phase layer of thickness l leads to the
energy loss lg. Finite thickness l of the GB phase is defined
by the equality of the energy gain (σ GB –2σ SL ) and energy loss
lg. In this simplest model, the prewetting GB layer of finite
thickness l suddenly appears by crossing the prewetting (GB
soludus) line cbt (T). The direct evidence for the existence of
such a first-order prewetting transition (i.e., a finite jump in
film thickness) has been recently reported for oxide surfaces.69
Thickness l logarithmically diverges close to the bulk solidus.
It is due to the fact that the thickness of a wetting phase is
thermodynamically infinite in the two-phase area. Physically, in
the two-phase area, its thickness is defined only by the amount
of the wetting phase. Several ML thick liquid-like GB layers
possessing high diffusivity were observed in the Cu–Bi,70–73
Al–Zn,74–76 Fe–Si–Zn77–80 and W–Ni alloys.81,82 The direct
HREM evidence for thin GB films and triple junction “pockets”
of has been recently obtained in metallic W–Ni80,81 and Al–Zn72
alloys. The recent work performed with computation thermodynamics methods demonstrated that a nanoscale quasi-liquid GB
film can be thermodynamically stable at as low as 60-85% of
bulk solidus temperatures.83
Later, the Cahn’s critical point wetting model has been
developed further and generalized.84–86 It is not excluded
that in the nanograined ZnO–MnO polycrystals the situation
is more complicated than the simple sequence “monolayer
adsorption → interfacial film → macroscopically thick complete wetting film”. Additional copmplexity comes from the
possible occurrence of GB roughening,72 GB layering,87
pseudo-partial (or frustrated-complete) melting/wetting,88 first
order or continous adsorption/wetting transitions,89 and interfacial critical points.76,77 Good examples can be found on the
recent works on GB phase transitions in alumina.90–92 The
nanometer-thick GB films of a nearly constant or “equilibrium” thickness have been widely observed in ZnO doped by
Bi2 O3 .52,53,88–100 ZnO doped by Bi is used for varistors manufacturing. Varistors exhibit highly non-linear current–voltage
characteristics with a high resistivity below a threshold electric
field, becoming conductive when this field is exceeded. This
phenomenon enables them to be used in current over-surge protection circuits.100,101 After liquid-phase sintering, such material
consists of ZnO grains separated by thin Bi2 O3 -rich GB layers.
Interfaces between ZnO grains control the non-linear currentvoltage characteristics. The presence of a few nm-thick Bi-rich
GB phase in ZnO is governed by the GB wetting phase transformation. The liquid-like GB films have also been found in cases
of subsolidus activated sintering.61 In fact, enhanced diffusion
in these liquid-like GB films was used to explain the mysterious
subsolidus activated sintering mechanism.61,81 It is interesting,
that along with the simplest Cahn model of the transition from
partially wetted GBs to completely wetted ones, more complicated situation was also observed in the ZnO–Bi2 O3 system,
namely the transition from pseudo-partially wetted GBs to the
completely wetted ones.88 In this case thin GB layer may exist
in the equilibrium with thick Bi2 O3 droplets having non-zero
contact angle in the GB plane.
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The logarithmic divergence of the GB layer thickness predicted by Cahn model may be the reason for the high value of
GB thickness obtained from Fig. 8. The lines in Fig. 8 were calculated based on the apparent shift of the solubility. Therefore,
the resulting GB thickness corresponds to that at the solubiluty
(solvus) line. Few nm thick Bi-rich layers were observed also
in the ZnO surfaces.102–104 Their thickness was close to that of
GB layers.88–94 The thickness of surficial films was explained
by the pseudo-partial (frustrated-complete) surface wetting.104
In case of the frustrated-complete wetting, the thickness of a
surficial (or GB) film also increases with increasing dopant concentration (activity) and can reach few monolayers. However,
it does not diverge by approaching the solubility limit line like
GB (or surficial) films in case of complete wetting and remains
finite.87,102,105 In the case of Mn-doped ZnO, the estimation
presented in Fig. 8 predicts lower Mn-capacity of free surfaces
in comparison with GBs. This fact has to be carefully investigated in the future experiments. It may be the indication of
complete wetting in GBs and frustrated-complete wetting in surfaces. Recent observation of thin GB layers of the Fe-rich phase
in the Fe-doped nanograined ZnO also increases the success
chances in searching the Mn-enriched GB layers in ZnO.106
Therefore, based on the results obtained in this work one can
expect to observe in the future various interesting GB phases
and phase trasnformations in the Mn-doped ZnO. Furthermore,
the observed shift of the solvus line in the Mn-doped ZnO
will also permit to explain the mysterious phenomenon of the
room-temperature ferromagnetism in the broad-band transparent semiconductor ZnO.
4. Conclusions
1. The accumulation of Mn in grain boundaries and free surfaces drastically shifts the line of Mn solubility limit in ZnO to
the higher Mn concentrations. For example, at 550 ◦ C the total
solubility in the bulk is about 10 at% Mn and in the nanograined
sample with grain size below 20 nm it is about 40 at% Mn.
2. Small grain size leads to the larger shift when compared
with similarly small particle sizes. This means that the Mn accumulation ability of grain boundaries is about 2–4 times higher
than that of free surfaces.
3. Thus, the phase diagrams for the materials having a grain
size below 1000 nm have to be re-investigated. An especially
drastic change to the phase diagrams results when the grain size
is below 100 nm.
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